Tele*Coyote 2.15.2021 with Micah Nilsson

Stirring the Cauldron
to conjure the Trickster Gods of Accountability!

Impeach the Inquisition...
on-going bubbling...
ladling out:
Liberating Cultural High Jinx
Personal & Collective
be in perpetual synchronous cahoots...
Re-Welcoming our learned
Trickster Council mate, Micah Nilsson
that by dosing ourselves, we dose the community....
That she may proffer the Al-Qemi of plant, mushroom allies
to support the qualities most necessary
for navigating now with aplomb:

aplomb (n)
“assurance springing from confidence in oneself,” 1828, from French aplomb
“self-possession,” literally “perpendicularity” (16c.), from phrase à plomb
“poised upright, balanced,” literally “on the plumb line,” from Latin plumbum
“(the metal) lead” (see plumb (n.)), of which the weight at the end of the line
was made.”

Mercury with his caduceus, in his chariot, drawn by cockerels, C. Lasinio, 1516

Mercury Stationing
(Direct on 20th at 11+ Aquarius,
humming the Gettysburg address,
election, Inauguration
Mercury at 11 Scorpio...
Holding place for Saturn,
then Uranus to square.)

Retro...wait for it,
2nd, 3rd thoughts...
so we settle down into responsive realm,
the deep realm of Jamie Raskin....,
“from deeper places in the heart – we rise
to play a greater part... Commonwealth again...”
Moon carries the February 11th fantabulous New Moon (6 planets in Aquarius) into Aries, Monday night...

Quintiles Saturn ...

That woofy advocacy for life emerges in each of our unique experimental selves, to participate in community...
in our own customized fashion...
and Saturn trines our Ascendant
7+ Libra that our cultural contributions
are well met...

Roman fresco c 79 CE goddess Flora gathering flowers

Our first Saturn/Aquarius –
Uranus/Taurus Square—frames the year’s assignments...
That all human personal and societal malaise find their solution via the Mind of Nature (Uranus in Taurus)
Eager to converse with human mind...